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Both are flowers of the same garden
Both are fruits of the same orchard
Field is one, crops are two
Both are lotus of the same lake

Hindu and Muslim have the same blood

Motherland is one, religions are two
River is one, banks are two
Both of them living in India
Hoist flag of harmony in stadia

Hindu and Muslim have the same bones

Identical in face and feature
Singularity in language and living
Ways are two, goal is the same
Unity in diversity makes us fame

Hindu and Muslim have the same flesh

Passion is one, scales are two
Both are citizens of India
Both are sentry of the nation
Our virtuosity will spring ovation

Hindu and Muslim have the same vision
Determination is one, travelers are two
They have always sacrificed their lives
Government protects the rights of the two
Both of them for the sake of country do
    Hindu and Muslim have the same feeling

They are like flowers and fragrance
Together they spread their brilliance
Stabilize peace for progress in cadence
Dance and enjoy in exuberance
    Hindu and Muslim believe in God
    Either hell or heaven as per your deed
Eternal Mosaic on the Historical Pages
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Joy of the past
Fear in the present
Unpredictable of the future
The mirror reflects
Images of the country

Control and prevention
By innovation and invention
With convention and conviction

You need lots of different pieces
To get a revolt
That is resistant to everything

India suffers dangerous infections
A class of drugs called carbanems
Indispensable device to cure

Everything heard, seen, suspected and imagined
Yet against this background
Trying to do the best
In the vast and varied country
How the unique country is
And how complex
Unity in diversity
All plants and fruits in the orchards
Flowers in the garden
Animals and birds
Snowy peak of the Himalayas
Moving water of the rivers
Morning breeze, chirping of the birds
All these bounties for the countrymen
Eternal mosaic on the historical pages

India is the best in the world
Alaama Iqbal’s word echoes
From Kashi to Kashan just half step
How praiseworthy the verse of Ghalib

The Ganges is the most contaminated
Air the most polluted
Level of the sea water increasing
Intensity in the heat of the sun up of the graph
Let not people’s mind turn into venomous
Let not heart filled with hatred

Contemporary dilemma
It is strange?
Are strange people?
Or strange understanding?
Or is it strange thought or hallucination?
Immense fear and suspect
Huge deficit of trust in the country
    Is it your politician?
Your party, religion, interest or will?
    Or smoke without fire?

Poetic verse offers free treatment
    Poet’s thought cosmic balm
Yokes heart and purgates soul
    Generates healing breeze
    Surely bone of grace
Hope in despair of peace and harmony
Makes loyal to Motherland and non-violence
Worthless A Man Without Knowledge
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Wealth of knowledge is insurmountable
Overcomes deep darkness
Restore lives in dying beings
Its effort turns desert into greenery
That soothes, fascinates of its scenery
Every scripture of the globe praises it
And it is also in the order of the prophets and saints
Knowledge is like a tree
The more it is hewed the more it grows
With its branches to exhale oxygen
Laden with huge flowers and fruit
Face of knowledge is Tagore, Kalam
On account of knowledge it is Gandhi and Nehru
With the knowledge man reached the moon
Knowledgeable persons is called scholar
Those who blessed with wealth of knowledge
 Guarantee their power and respect in the world
You will move ahead all the time
It wishes and needs sincere regards
Don’t ask what it will give
It will make you great
Those who don’t care for knowledge
Not their name is dropped among the wise
Meaningless and worthless a man without knowledge
A broken leaf of a tree
A gust of wind takes it hither and thither
Rules of the Forest
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It is heard
There is a custom
And discipline of the forests

It is fact
When the stomach of the lion is full
It does not attack

It is known
In the water of any river
Nest of the weaver bird whitish shadow shivers
Fish of the river
It considers them neighbor

Guts of strong wind
Moves the trees
Magpie forgets its nest
Eggs of crow take in its wings

It is heard
When any infant falls to the ground from the nests
The whole forest gets up and echoes
It is seen
When the river is flooded
The bridge breaks
On the plank of wood
Squirrel, snake, lion, panther, goat and cow
Cross together, live together

Rules exist in the forests
Custom prevails in it
All remain in its limitations

Oldest democracy tells lie
From its people
About the wars, terror and peace

Largest democracy tells lie
From its people
About poverty, policy, security and safety

Glorious Lord
Trustworthy sagacious
Visionary judge
Awakened voters
And the great
Now in our country
Implement the rules of the forests
Animal Tells the Birds
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Animals tell the birds
We are better
Better than the human beings
No copy, book or pen in our hands
No school, college and university in our territory
No caste, gotra or religion identity among us
No mosque, temple or church in the forests
No Saraswati, Rama, Prophet or saint in our area
No pundit, mullah or op0e in our community
Then the birds tell in wonder
Therefore we live together with love in peace